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ime is money. The most precious commodity we’ve got is time.
It’s a great time to be alive. And, there’s no time like the present to share my ideas about how “the times they are a-changing.”
I credit computers (and their associated technologies) with saving
an enormous amount of time. Take, for example, Internet banking.
In mere seconds, the funds for my paycheck are digitally transferred from my employer’s bank account and deposited to my
checking account. On payday, I log onto my bank’s Web site and
click on “Bill Pay.” It takes only moments to indicate the amounts
and recipients of my disbursements. Voilá! My paycheck is instantly obliterated.
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Compare that to the time-consuming, not-so-long-ago method of
paying bills.

June Campbell

On payday, I’d drive to the bank, find a place to park, walk in, and
stand in a line. During my turn with the teller, I’d deposit the check
into my account. Before heading home, I’d stop by the post office to
pick up stamps. That evening, I’d sit at my desk and write checks
to my creditors, who continually demanded a monthly stipend. I’d
put the checks and payment slips in envelopes, stamp ’em, and
walk down to the mailbox. Voilá! My paycheck was obliterated.

Kirk Kirksey

Another high-tech time-saver is the cell phone. I remember a time
when you had to sit in the room where your phone was located and
talk into a receiver that was tethered to the phone base unit, which
was in turn tethered to the phone jack in the wall. That didn’t stop
people from spending time on the phone, but it did stop them from
getting anything else done in the meantime. Now, you can talk on
the phone anywhere—and perform other tasks simultaneously. I
can pull weeds from my garden, wash my car, or power-walk my
two-mile circle while talking to my sister, who lives 2,000 miles
across country and is working on her scrapbooking projects.
And, research via the Internet is a real convenience. I’m taking
some college courses for a certificate program and, of course, each
class requires a term paper. While there’s a plethora of information
available on the Internet, my professors want more than Web materials for documentation. I’m required to physically visit a library
for other reference books and media. Even so, I save time by visiting the library’s Web site in advance of my trip. I access the
library’s catalog and search by subject to see what books, videos,
microfilm or periodical titles are part of the library’s collection and
whether they’re checked out or available on the shelves. Reading
the abstract of a book (or other media) is an excellent indicator of
the value of the work for my needs.
There is a lot of other time-saving tech gear: GPS navigational systems in cars and boats, electronic calendars that keep you on
schedule, barcode scanners at retailers—not to mention software
products that increase productivity and efficiency. With all this at
our fingertips, what do we do with all the time we save?
I know I kill a lot of time on Interstate 15.
Patricia Smith, Editor
edletters@computoredge.com
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Douglas Welch
Does It Again!
■ Mr. Welch does it again
[with his August 11 column,
“Consumerism and Your
Career”]. This is a fine article and lesson for all of us to
learn in life. I don’t know
how many times the decisions I have made about my
career were based on materialism and how much
money I could make. Just as
Mr. Welch says, this is nothing but a trap, and he is
absolutely correct.
I had the same experience during my time in the
military. I thought getting
that extra promotion and
making more money would
bring prosperity, when it
brought only hardship and
grief. I was miserable for
several years, missed out on
the growth and development of my children
because of working long
hours, and was trapped in a
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career I no longer loved. I
was also at the mercy of
managers and supervisors
who did not have my best
interests at heart, and I was
afraid of losing my job and
speaking up, so I took
whatever abuse they gave
me. This is an awful position to be in, and I wish this
on no one.

A career decision, like
Mr. Welch says, should be
based on whether you are
going to be happy with it,
instead of basing it on
money and material wealth.
Don’t chase the money; it
will come much later. I personally know many people
who are very happy in their

jobs, making less money
than they did in their previous jobs.
Thank you once again
Mr. Welch, and what an
asset you are to this community, and many more.
Curtis Hilyard
Colorado Springs, CO

Standards
■ [This letter is in regard to
the August 11 article, “The
Trouble With Standards—
Or, Don’t Get Your Hopes
Up,” by Kirk Kirksey.]
Perhaps the computer
industry should take a lesson from the music industry.
Years ago, nothing was
compatible in musical components—keyboards, drum
machines, sequencers, etc. I
don’t know who came up
with it or the politics behind
it, but MIDI (Musical
Instrument Digital Interface) was invented. Every
piece of musical equipment

www.computoredge.com

I am aware of is MIDI-compatible.
A funny thing happened:
The technological advances
soared, and sales went up. I
now have all kinds of musical components (different
brands) that “talk” nice to
each other. Hmm.
Keith
Allenstown, NH

Puzzling, Mind-Challenging Web Sites
■ [This letter is in regard to
the August 4 article, “Puzzling, Mind-Challenging
Web Sites,” by Maryellen
Cicione.]
I just found out that there is
a Yahoo! e-mail group called
Puzzleteasers (www.groups
.yahoo.com/group/puzzle
teasers). The group has been
in existence since January.
Jeff Loeb

❏
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DAVE
Dear Digital Dave,
I'm confused about storage capacities of media
formats: old floppy disks,
3.5-inch diskettes, CDs,
DVDs, USB drives, etc.
How much data can
these devices store? How
much space will documents, photographs, songs,
movies, and video files
take up? Also, is there an
easy way to transfer photos to a CD or DVD?
Cisco

Dear Cisco,
First, let’s talk about
some data-storage terms.
The bit is a binary digit. It
stores either a 1 or a 0. If
you take 8 bits, you can
express numbers up to 255,
which is enough room to
contain all the characters
you see on the screen, or to
display decent color depth
for a pixel of a photograph.
We call 8 bits a “byte.”
The byte is a convenient
small chunk of storage, so
we use it as the measure.
A typewritten page has
about 65 lines of text, about
60 characters across with
normal margins. That is
about 3,900 bytes of data.
Since bytes rapidly add up
to thousands, we use the
prefix “kilo” to multiply by
1,000. We would say the
page has 3.9 kilobytes, or
3.9KB, of data on it.
Since one page is a few
kilobytes, we use the prefix
“mega” to multiply by a
million. One megabyte
(1MB) is 1 million bytes.
A typical PC these days
would have 512MB of
main memory storage.
Hard drive capacity has
exceeded thousands of

Digital Dave’s Tip
T

he custom dictionary feature of Word is very handy.
There are lots of words you might use that aren’t in
standard dictionaries, and you don’t want to have to
click to ignore them every time you use them in a new
document. On the other hand, you do want to make
sure you typed them correctly every time you use them.
So, over the years you have amassed a collection of
strange words in your custom dictionary on your computer. What if your trusty laptop gets crunched in an airport security machine, or the company decides to save
money by switching from Brand X to Brand Y, or any of
a million reasons why you switch computers?
Fortunately, the custom dictionary is just a simple text
file that you can copy from one computer to another,
edit, or even back up. The trick is to find it. Microsoft
likes to hide these files. Word will show you the location
of the file if you go to the Tools/Options menu and select
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megabytes, so we use an
even bigger, prefix: “giga.”
A gigabyte (1GB) is
1,000,000,000 bytes!
Today, the hard drive in a
new PC can store hundreds
of gigabytes of data.
How many text pages,
photographs, or videos can
you store in all of these
gigabytes? As usual, it
depends. The storage
capacity can vary considerably with the format of the
data and the quality of the
compression used.
A typical high-end digital camera touts 5 megapixels of picture resolution.
If each pixel is made up of
8 bits each of red, green
and blue picture data, you
are looking at 24 bits, or 3
bytes of data for each
pixel. That means 15MB
of data for each photo!
Fortunately, we have
some powerful data-compression techniques for
digital photos. The actual
file that is stored by this
camera would be something less than 1MB.
The same thing goes for
digital music. A threeminute song can be compressed to less than 1MB.

Floppy disks (more
accurately called diskettes)
are basically obsolete. The
3.5-inch high-density
diskette holds about
1.44MB, enough for a
handful of digital photos
and maybe one threeminute song.
CD-R (Compact DiscRecordable) is one of the
smallest data-storage mediums in use today. With
650MB on the standard
size, they can hold 74 minutes of uncompressed digital music, or a few thousand digital photos.
The flash drive, or USB
drive, has become a standard handy thing to have
around. My 256MB flash
drive usually lives in the
bottom of my backpack.
Digital Dave
Dear Digital Dave,
I noticed a couple of
errors in your Defines column in the July 7 issue,
which was about digital
photography.
When describing SLRs,
you say: “Digital SLRs
just replace the film with
(continued on page 10)

the Spelling & Grammar tab. Click the Custom Dictionaries button and your CUSTOM.DIC (default) should
be listed.
At the bottom of that window, the path to your CUSTOM.DIC file should be listed. However, the path is probably too long, and the front part is cut off. If you click the
New button and then on the tiny down arrow to the right of
the Save In: text box, you can see the whole series of folders to get to the CUSTOM.DIC file. I have a standard Windows XP installation, and I found the file at C:\Documents
and Settings\ur_name\Application Data\Microsoft\Proof.
Naturally, ur_name is not my real user name, but your
name should be in that spot on your computer.
There might be one other roadblock on your way to
finding your CUSTOM.DIC file. It’s buried in a hidden
folder. To see hidden folders in My Computer, go to the
Tools/Folder Options menu, View tab, and go down to
the Advanced Settings scroll box. Select Show hidden
files and folders.
❏
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DAVE
(continued from page 8)

an electronic sensor.
Often, the sensor is the
same size as the film it
replaces.”
In actuality, the sensor is
almost never as big as the
film it replaces. The only
SLR cameras I’m aware of
that have the same-size
sensor as the film they
replace are the Canon D1s
($5,000) and Canon D1s
Mark II ($7,000). These
are expensive professional
cameras.
Detailed specs for
“35mm” digital SLRs typically include a “focallength multiplier” (FLM)
that you use to get the
effective equivalent angle
of view from 35mm film.
For example, if your
FLM is 1.5, and you are
using a 100mm lens, the
digital frame will look
roughly equivalent to a

35mm film frame taken
with a 150mm lens. This is
caused by using a smaller
sensor than film with the
same lens. It narrows the
angle of view.
When talking about
JPEG, you said that it has
8 bits of color depth. That’s
not true. JPEG is 24 bits
per pixel, with three 8-bit
elements per pixel (in YUV
color space).
The JPEG standard
also supports 12 bits per
element, but that is rarely
implemented. Digital
cameras typically use a
Bayer filter sensor and
count each element as a
pixel. They interpolate
this into a 24-bit YUV
image to make a JPEG.
Bayer filters are a
funky kludge, and they do
not translate discretely to
YUV or RGB-type images.
There will always be
interpolation.
This does not happen
with the superior design

of Foveon x3 sensors
(which are RGB), but very
few cameras have those,
and even Foveon has been
multiplying its pixel count
by three just so the company can provide a roughly equivalent basis for
comparison to Bayer filter-type sensors.
Bill Davidson
Dear Bill,
Many of the cameras that
people confuse with an
SLR are really EVF, or
Electronic ViewFinder,
cameras. There is no reflex
(mirrored light path)
involved; you are looking at
the image from the phototaking sensor through a tiny
LCD screen. The camera
does look like an SLR.
I’m sure the majority of
true digital SLR cameras
are the focal-length multiplier type, since they are
much cheaper. But the
amazingly expensive full-

frame digital SLRs show
up more often than you
would think.
There is confusion about
the term “color depth.”
Digital photography people
tend to talk in terms of
total number of bits per
picture element (pixel),
while computer folks
speak of the number of bits
for each color.
Either approach has its
advantages and disadvantages. It would be better to
speak specifically of “bits
per pixel” (bpp) to make it
clear which way you are
counting.
Even then, you can be
misled. For instance, you
will see 32-bit color for
computers, but that’s really
24 bpp color padded out
(filled with dummy bits) to
32 bits. The reason is that
the latest CPUs can operate
on four 8-bit quantities in
one operation. So, 32-bit
color is faster, not better.
Digital Dave
❏

DIGITAL DAVE de•fines:
The Best of Times

ACTS: Automated Computer Time Service.
NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology) makes its super-accurate time
available to computer users via the Internet.
Your computer can automatically communicate with ACTS and adjust its clock to make
up for any drift that has occurred since the last
time it checked in. You can read all the gory
details about it at the Internet Time Service
page (tf.nist.gov/service/its.htm). You just
have to make sure you have set your clock
properties to the right time zone.
ATOMIC CLOCK: Where do we find the
time that coordinates our electronic world?
Back when only people could tell time, a scientist with a special telescope could note the
passing of the sun and set a mechanical clock
by which people set their watches. That was
OK when time down to the second was more
than good enough. Now, we have electronic
signals that have to be synchronized to submicrosecond accuracy. You certainly don’t get
that with a Mickey Mouse watch. The government and industry use special clocks built to
measure the vibration of atoms. The National
10 September 22, 2006

Institute of Standards and Technology
(www.nist.gov), or NIST, maintains the master
atomic clock in Boulder, Colorado. One of the
organization’s new achievements has been to
develop an atomic clock the size of a grain of
rice that is accurate to one second in 300 years.

GOOGLE CALENDAR: My wife and I
have been lucky enough to work at the same
company for years, so we share our Outlook
calendar and we don’t miss dentist appointments, etc. Now, your family can have a coordinated schedule by using the Google Calendar (calendar.google.com). You can set
appointments for yourself and have reminders
pop up. The power of an online calendar
comes in being able to generate invitations
and reminders for family and friends. You can
even share you calendar with family members, so they can figure out where you are or
avoid making conflicting appointments. To
top it off, you can access your calendar with
your mobile phone, so you now have no
excuse for forgetting an anniversary ever
again. The quick-add feature allows easy
event entry without having to poke at numerous little boxes and fiddle with multiple calendar displays. Just cut and paste an invitation,
www.computoredge.com

and let Google Calendar sort out the details.

NOTIFICATION AREA: Along the bottom
edge of your Windows screen is the taskbar,
anchored by the Start button on the left. On the
right end of the taskbar is the notification area.
The prize of the notification area is the clock
that is displayed on the far right. I’m sure I use
the clock more than any other notification area
item. You don’t need a clock or a wristwatch if
you spend most of your day at your desk. The
clock is right there on your computer screen,
available at a glance. The clock doesn’t just
tell you what time it is. If you roll your mouse
cursor over the clock display, you will see the
day of the week and the date pop up. If you
double-click on the clock, the Clock Properties
window pops up. This window is designed so
you can manually set the clock, though most
computers automatically set themselves via the
Internet. The window is handy for its calendar
feature, which you can scroll to other months.
Just remember to click Cancel to close the
window so you don’t accidentally change your
computer date and time.
❏
(For more of Dave's Definitions,
visit www.computoredge.com.)
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Time Waits for No Man
By Tom Carroll

C

locks are everywhere. And you,
Mr., Ms., and/or Mrs. ComputorEdge Reader are on the clock a
lot more than you think. But rather
than confuse the issue, let’s demonstrate how much the average whitecollar worker is on the clock by following around a fictitious person
—let’s call him John.
A little bit about John: He’s an
up-and-coming executive with a top
company, single, no pets. What this
means is that he’s incredibly
upwardly mobile and tends to consume things that help show this off
to others. In other words, he’s actually a little further out than the bleeding edge with his appliances, homeentertainment equipment, car and
leisure activities.
Morning
John wakes up at 6 a.m. every
weekday so he can go to the gym. As
he grimly sorts through various
objects in the pre-dawn light while
waking up and getting ready, he
encounters: the alarm clock on his
bedside stand, a wristwatch that he
straps on (backward at first—yawn!),
as well as digital clocks on the stove,
microwave oven, and the top-left cor-
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ner of his hi-def TV as he scans the
news while downing cereal and juice.
Traffic is light. John is only
vaguely aware of the digital clock on
the dash.
John’s gym is called TechSweaters; it is the most sophisticated
(and expensive) in the area. John
uses a variety of machines to negotiate a prescribed regimen of exercises.
The machines use computers to measure his performance, including starting and finishing times. While a
printout of his visit is available to
him as he leaves, John has long since
stopped waiting for it because he’s
already anticipating the Stonebeans
coffee he’ll pick up on the way to the
office. The performance record,
times included, is kept as part of
John’s e-file.
Leaving the gym, John realizes
he’s left his money clip on the
kitchen counter, so he swings by the
bank and withdraws $40 using his
bankcard. Not only does the bank
transaction leave a time-stamped
record, but the ATM itself takes a
digital picture of him using the
machine, also time-stamped, and
transmits it to a secure vault where it
will be held for at least 24 hours for
www.computoredge.com

security reasons. Time-stamped security cameras are becoming almost as
pervasive today as computers.
Without him being aware of it at
all, John will have had his photo
taken: 1) at the ATM, 2) as he runs a
red light exiting the bank’s parking
lot, and 3) as he enters his office
building—and it’s not even 9 a.m. yet!
At the local Stonebeans coffee
outlet, John orders a grande toffee
nut latte—nonfat, half-caf, extra
hot—and hands the man one of his
$20 bills. Although he uses cash,
because John receives a discount by
belonging to the store chain’s Frequent Coffee Club, they swipe his
card and then keep a digital record of
what John purchased and when—all
the better to track the changing tastes
of the millions of Johns and Jills out
there in Coffee-Drinking Land. With
the gym already a distant memory,
John snags a cranberry scone to go
with his java.
Workday
Sitting down at his desk, John
doesn’t shuffle papers at all. His is a
truly efficient, paperless office. But
that means that each of the docu(continued on page 16)
COMPUTOREDGE

Time
(continued from page 14)

ments, files and e-mails he produces
is time-stamped and encoded so that
its security can be guaranteed. Timestamps are a vitally important part of
e-commerce, and the technology
behind them is as extremely sophisticated as it is transparent. As John
works, his electronic output is run
through complicated encrypting
software that logs it into unique
hardware that is more impregnable
than Fort Knox, and whenever he
sends for or checks in a secure document, its “paper trail” (a uniquely
arcane term given that there is no
paper) is validated by auditors who
are, themselves, audited by their
own team of auditors.
The upshot is that pretty much
everything John has done since he
signed his initial employment contract is time-stamped and on file.
The joke around the office is that

even the toilet paper in the executive
washroom has a time-stamp.
Fifteen minutes before noon, a
window from John’s Outlook scheduler pops up and reminds him that
today he is playing a game of Worlds
of Wierdcraft with the other members
of his Wierding Guild. While other
worker bees file out to their respective lunches, John dons his headphones and logs on, finds his friends,
and begins a friendly quest that
involves adventure, magic and skill.
Naturally, the server hosting his game
keeps track of his various activities
and logs the time he earns enough
experience points to move up a level.
Midway through the afternoon,
John’s Blueberry smart phone
prompts him to leave for a doctor’s
appointment. The Blueberry maintains a persistent call database—
something that John (again!) is
unaware of as he activates his car’s
InstaGo GPS navigation and emergency-assistance system by saying
the word “Doctor.” The command

activates a screen in the dash, and the
route to the Dr. Carraway’s office is
highlighted in flashing neon green.
Because John selected the top-of-the
line package with his car, his InstaGo
system tracks his car everywhere it
goes, entering a time-stamp whenever the car stays motionless for more
than 10 minutes.
Home Again
After the doctor visit, John is simply too spent to return to the office,
so he jets back to his home, which
has now been prepared automatically
to greet him. Lighting, music selections, and a microwave dinner await
him as he enters from the garage
because he programmed it all to react
to his approach.
Later, just before dropping off to
sleep, John notices that his watch
crystal somehow cracked during the
day. He makes a mental note to have
it repaired right away.
After all, how would he get
through the day without his watch? ❏
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Google Calendar Basics
By Michael J. Ross

W

ith more people using the
Internet every day, and a
growing portion of them having constant and speedy access through
broadband Internet services, an
increasing amount of computer functionality is moving from the desktop
to the Web. Years ago, all creation
and editing of documents, spreadsheets and images was done using
desktop programs. But now, all of
those operations can be done on Web
sites, often at no charge.
It was thus inevitable that calendaring would make the same leap. It
is also perhaps inevitable that
Google, the current Internet juggernaut, would be the company to create what is possibly the best of the
breed—in the same manner that its
e-mail offering, Gmail, is arguably
the finest of the Web-based e-mail
services.
Introduced in April of 2006,
Google Calendar (calendar.google
.com) boasts an impressive list of features, including event scheduling;
schedule coordination with other
Google Calendar users; integration
with Gmail; and event tools, including invitations and reminders.
Join the Google Army
In order to use Google Calendar,
you naturally need an account with
Google. If you do not already have

one, then go to any Google Web site
and click the text link to create a new
Google account. You will be asked to
supply an e-mail address, a password,
your first and last name, and your
time zone and country. After passing
the CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) and agreeing to the terms of service, you will
be set.
If you are using Internet Explorer,
and you do not have active scripting
and ActiveX enabled within your
browser (likely for security reasons),
then you will need to turn those on in
order to use most of the Google sites,
including Calendar. Even better, you
could instead switch to a safer and
more capable Web browser, such as
Firefox (www.getfirefox.com) or Opera
(www.opera.com), both of which are
free and avoid the ActiveX dangers.
Once you have your new account,
sign into Google Calendar. If you
already have a Gmail account, then
you can sign in using your Gmail
username, without having to add the
additional “@gmail.com.” You will
be asked to verify your name and
time zone, as well as whether or not
you want to use Google Calendar as
a separate Google account.
Your New Calendar
Like most, if not all Google Web

pages, the main Calendar page is
neatly organized and easily readable.
The bulk of the screen is occupied by
the week’s calendar (by default), presented as a grid, with columns for
Sunday through Saturday (unless you
have requested to not see weekends),
and rows for each half-hour between
7 a.m. to midnight.
Click any half-hour field to add an
event starting at that time. Each day
column is headlined with the abbreviated day name and date, such as “Sun
7/30.” Click on the headline to view
the day’s details. Click in the gray
field underneath the headline to add
an event for which there are no specific start and stop times, such as
“Office party” or “Post-party recovery period.”
There are five different calendar
modes, listed as clickable tabs just
above the upper right-hand corner of
the calendar: Day, Week, Month,
Next 4 Days, and Agenda. That last
mode lists all of the upcoming events,
organized into alternating light- and
dark-colored rows, each of which
includes that day’s events listed
sequentially. Paging through a lengthy
agenda is accomplished using the up
and down arrow buttons located just
underneath the Agenda tab.
Moving from one day’s calendar
to the next is quite easy, and can be
done in several ways. Just above the
upper left-hand corner of the calendar, there are buttons with left and
right arrows, which will take you
backward and forward, respectively,
(continued on page 20)
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Calendar
(continued from page 18)

through the days or months, depending upon the current calendar mode.
To the right of those two buttons is
the Today button, which returns you
to the current day’s calendar.
To the left of the calendar’s upper
left-hand corner, you will see the
month corresponding to the day(s)
shown in the calendar, with the display day(s) highlighted in blue. If the
month shown is the current one, then
the current day is also highlighted, in
gray. All of the days are clickable, as
is the month headline, which switches your calendar to Month mode.
Scheduled Multitasking
Underneath the month display on
the left-hand side, you will see a
small panel labeled Calendars, which
allows you to create and manage
multiple calendars. By default, it
shows your starting calendar,
assigned your full Google account
name. Click the small plus sign (+) to
the right of My Calendars to create a
new calendar. Click the small down
arrow button to the right of the current calendar name to change its
background color.
Below these items, you will see a
small plus sign (+) for searching
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Computers
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other people’s calendars, and their
events can be automatically added to
your own calendar. Clicking that +
shows a panel with four tabs, allowing you to search for external calendars by keywords, search a friend’s
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national calendars, and display public
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format. (See www.icalshare.com for
an impressive list of such calendars.)
At the bottom of the Calendars
panel, there is a Manage Calendars
link, which displays a panel with
four tabs. Clicking the Settings link
in the upper right-hand corner of the
page takes you to the same destination. The four tabs allow you to
change your general settings (such as
time zone, date and time formats,
and default view), manage your calendars (including sharing yours with
other people), set your notifications
(via e-mail messages, SMS alerts to
your cell phone, and computer popups), or import a calendar (in either
iCal or CSV format—the latter
allowing importation from Microsoft
Outlook).
Plan a Party!
To add an event to your calendar
and also notify other people, click on
the Create Event link in the upper
left-hand corner of the Google Calendar page. The panel displayed allows
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Michael J. Ross is a computer
consultant and freelance writer. He
creates Web sites, marketing copy,
and press releases that help
entrepreneurs turn their ideas into
profitable online businesses. He can
be reached via his Web site
(www.ross.ws). Michael is also the
editor of the free newsletter of
PristinePlanet.com, which is an outstanding eco-friendly online shopping directory.
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you to set the event name, start and
end dates and times, event repetition
(as frequently as every five minutes,
or as infrequently as once per week),
and the event’s location and description, if any.
Optionally, you can also set a
reminder to yourself, specify whether
the event is private or public (or
allow the default), and invite other
people to the event by providing a list
of their e-mail addresses. You can
even allow guests to invite other
guests or to see the guest list.
*
*
*
Google Calendar is quite easy to
use, and offers all of the features
most people need in a Web-based
calendaring system. Now, the only
remaining excuse for missing an
appointment is that you got stuck in
traffic—freeway congestion, or
❏
Google Calendar Web traffic.
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Synchronicity
By Stace Johnson

P

hotographs have been manipulated almost as long as there have
been photographs, but with the
advent of the computer, scanner, digital camera, and increasingly effective
(and cheap) software, it’s more and
more difficult to tell what is real and
what isn’t.
Even as the deadline for this article
loomed, a related story broke from
London, England. Reuters, a prominent international news service, withdrew all 920 photographs by a freelance Lebanese photographer from its
database on Monday, August 7, after
a review of his work showed that he
had altered two images from the conflict between Israel and Hezbollah.
One photograph he had taken of
the aftermath of an Israeli air strike
on suburban Beirut had been manipulated using Photoshop software to
show more and darker smoke rising
from buildings. Another photograph
of an Israeli F-16 fighter over
Nabatiyeh, in southern Lebanon,
dated August 2, had also been doctored to increase the number of flares
dropped by the plane from one to
three.
Several blogs, including a number
that accuse the media of distorted
coverage of the Middle East conflict,
said the photograph had been doctored. In a statement, Tom Szlukovenyi, global picture editor for

Reuters, said, “There is no graver
breach of Reuters standards for our
photographers than the deliberate
manipulation of an image.”
Such news stories aren’t scarce, so
the argument isn’t whether photo
manipulation exists, but rather, why?
Professional Ethics
and Standards
Prior to delving into the “dark
side” of photo manipulation, it is
appropriate to mention that the
National Press Photographers Association (NPPA) does not approve of
the practice. Its Digital Manipulation
Code of Ethics reads, in part:
“As photojournalists, we have the
responsibility to document society
and to preserve its images as a matter
of historical record. It is clear that the
emerging electronic technologies
provide new challenges to the
integrity of photographic images . . .
in light of this, we, the National
Press Photographers Association,
reaffirm the basis of our ethics:
Accurate representation is the benchmark of our profession. We believe
photojournalistic guidelines for fair
and accurate reporting should be the
criteria for judging what may be
done electronically to a photograph.
Altering the editorial content . . . is a
breach of the ethical standards recognized by the NPPA.”
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Why They Do It
Bonnie Meltzer is an artist and
educator who has lectured on the
ethics of photo manipulation. In an
article published in Leading and
Learning With Technology, she said
that there are many reasons to
manipulate a photograph, but the
leading one is simply to make the
resulting image more readable. This
includes adjusting the brightness and
contrast, or sharpening all or part of
the photo to make it read better
—but it also includes removing distracting objects from a scene. The
example she gives is removing a
parking meter that appears to be
sticking out of your head by digitally cloning a portion of the background to occlude it.
The ethical question Meltzer raises in her thoughtful piece has to do
with intent: What is the reason a
photo is being manipulated—laziness, clarity, artfulness, or to be lead-
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that appears in the national (and
international) media would pass this
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site (www.larrysface.com) where he
encourages people to insert his brother’s face into all sorts of photographs;
check out the site—it’s hilarious!
On a more serious note, Goldfarb’s article on digital manipulation
(larrysface.com/deception.htm)
points out that, while Photoshopping
(using the Photoshop program to alter
images) of images is easier than ever,
so is catching the manipulators.
“With the emergence of the Web,
ideas and images have a way of taking on a life of their own, virally
replicating and inculcating popular
culture.” Goldfarb points out how
alert staffers at various media outlets,
trained to spot Photoshopping, alerted the media about anomalies in various photos having to do with the War
on Terror.
In the most famous of these cases,
a photo taken by Brian Walski of a
U.S. soldier directing people to take
cover from possible Iraqi fire
Who Blows the Whistle?
appeared in numerous newspapers.
Bruce Goldfarb maintains a Web An employee of the Hartford

ing (or misleading)?
To dfferentiate the principles
behind this question, Meltzer states,
“Even positive intent can lead to
distortion. A person editing photographs must always be aware of the
way our society reads symbols. You
have seen the June 27, 1994, covers
of Newsweek and Time with two
different versions of the same
mugshot of OJ Simpson. The Time
cover makes Simpson’s face darker,
blurrier, and unshaven. Matt
Mahurin, the illustrator at Time
Magazine who manipulated the
police photo of OJ, at his word, said
that he ‘wanted to make it more artful, more compelling.’”
Because Mahurin’s intent on
manipulating the photos is unclear,
Meltzer contends, “We are left asking ourselves the question: Was Mr.
Mahurin a racist, an unthinking person, or a bad artist?”
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Courant noticed repetitions in the
crowd and blew the whistle on Walski, who had been named 2001 Photographer of the Year by the California Press Photographers Association.
Walski admitted Photoshopping two
pictures together and was subsequently fired by the LA Times.
Goldfarb points out that there isn’t
a lot of whistle blowing per se, since
the ethical rules are pretty clear. He
notes, “If you break them, there are
consequences. I’m not aware of anybody taking heat for doing the right
thing.” He also maintains, however,
that many more people are scrutinizing images and catching errors within
the media. Accordingly, such hightech outlets as blogs can then focus a
lot of attention on a fake literally
overnight.
But he also warns that the fundamental nature of photo manipulation
hasn’t changed. “A camera, a memory
stick, a laptop computer with Photoshop—all it takes is one person, and
❏
nobody has to know.”
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Is the 30-Inch Screen
Big Enough?
By Lucas and Cherissa Roebuck

W

e men know that bigger is better, especially when it comes to
high-definition LCD displays. And
when it comes to the Mac, there is no
more macho monitor to hook up to
your favorite personal computer than
Apple’s 30-inch HD Cinema Display
(www.apple.com/displays). When
these drool-worthy pieces of vast
screen real estate were announced in
June of 2004, every Mac man worth
his GUI started scheming about how
he might acquire the 2,5601,600pixel display.
On his blog, Elitist Snob (www
.elitistsnob.com), Kent Pribbernow
wrote about the announcement:
“Amazing! Now I just need to sell
one of my kidneys so I can afford
one of these big, beautiful beasts.”
Of course, back in 2004, Kent
probably would have had to sell two
kidneys to pay for the super screen.
You could own one of the monster
monitors for a pittance at $3,299.
(Not to mention that no video cards
out before that time were powerful
enough to drive the 8 million-pixel
monitor, so you had to get a special
video card from NVIDIA that set you
back a mere $599.)
Fast forward to the 2006 Apple
Worldwide Developers Conference.
Apple decides it’s time to share the
love of endless pixel goodness even
with people who don’t have their own
private jets. Apple dropped the price
of the icon of screen dominance to a
mere $1,999 ($1,799 for educators).

life, mother of my children, did you
notice they dropped the price on the
30-inch Cinema Display? Only
$1,999. We should get one.
Cherissa: Are you crazy? We
should go on a Caribbean cruise
instead.
Lucas: But, love, you can’t play
Halo with millions of pixels of resolution on a cruise.
Cherissa: Zero points.
Lucas: Look at it this way. Let’s
say you were looking to buy a 32inch HD television. Like the one we
saw at the Sony store.
Cherissa: Now you want to put the
Power Mac G5 in the living room?
Lucas: Focus. The Sony 32-inch
LCD flat-panel HDTV costs $1,700,

“Amazing!
Now I just need to sell
one of my kidneys so I can
afford one of these big,
beautiful beasts.”

and it has a display resolution of only
1,366768. Do the math. That’s
1,056,768 pixels!
Cherissa: Did you do that in your
head, nerd? A million pixels. That
sound like a lot.
Lucas: On the HD Apple Cinema
Display, you get 4,096,000 pixels.
That means the picture is going to be
four times as sharp.
Cherissa: Are you saying this Cinema Display will be our television?
Lucas: Yes. No. Wait, is there a
right answer? But yes, we can watch
DVDs on it, and we can use the
iSight camera to videoconference
with your mother. She’ll look great
The Conversation
So, it’s time to convince the wife. filling all 30 inches of that screen. It
The conversation with my wife went will almost be like she’s here.
Cherissa: So now you’re bringing
something like this:
Lucas: So, sweetheart, love of my my mother into this?
24 September 22, 2006
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Lucas: No. Yes. Wait. It’s just an
example.
Cherissa: I’m still not convinced.
A big TV and a videoconference
monitor? I can book a cruise fine on
our 19-inch monitor.
Lucas: Better yet, we can mount
the monitor on the wall using standard VESA components. Imagine,
if you will, all of your favorite family photos. You’d love to blow them
up to 1512 inches or so and hang
them on the wall. Only who can
afford to make and frame that many
prints?
Cherissa: We certainly won’t be
able to after we buy this thing.
Lucas: You’re missing the point.
You could have a rotating, backlit
photo album that looks sharp and is a
great conversation piece when you
have your friends over.
Cherissa: You mean it’s a new
piece of hardware you can brag about
when you have your friends over.
Lucas: You can watch Emma and
Sense and Sensibility on it. And all
those TV shows like Alias and 24
that you downloaded on iTunes. We
could even watch a chick flick
together.
Cherissa: That’s romantic. Sitting
on a couch and watching While You
Were Sleeping on your geeked-out
computer monitor.
Lucas: Yes, there’s nothing that
sets the mood quite as much as the
ambient glow of a computer monitor
in a dark room. Hey, wait. You were
being sarcastic, weren’t you?
*
*
*
To make a long column short, I
convinced my wife, using my superior reasoning skills, that the pricereduced HD Cinema Display was a
must-have item. Now, my only problem is convincing my wife to let me
take along the G5 and new display on
the cruise.
❏
COMPUTOREDGE

Time for GPLv3
by Janet Hopkins

W

hat’s all the fuss about the
GPL and DRM? While average computer users aren’t losing any
sleep over it, thousands of opensource stakeholders are monitoring
the rewriting of the GNU General
Public License version 2 (GPLv2).
GPLv2 is in the process of being
updated to GPLv3. Businesses,
developers and lawyers are analyzing
the wording for potential pitfalls that
could influence the future of free
software. Current information about
the GPLv3 reversioning process is
available online at the Free Software
Foundation (gplv3.fsf.org).
According to the Free Software
Foundation (FSF), the GNU GPL is
the most widely used free software
license worldwide; almost three
quarters of all free software programs
(also known as “Free/Libre and
Open Source Software,” or FLOSS)
are distributed under this license.
Since the GPL’s last revision more
than 15 years ago, free software
development, distribution and use
have changed tremendously.
Discussions about GPLv3 on the
Linux Kernel Mailing List have
been of interest to tech journalists

following comments made earlier
this year by Linux kernel developers,
including Linus Torvalds. Questions
were raised as to whether GPLv3
will really be an improvement over
GPLv2.
The GPLv3 discussion thread of
January and February 2006 can be
reviewed at the Linux Kernel Mailing
List (groups.google.com/group/fa
.linux.kernel/browse_frm/thread/fe1c
571293e302c7?q=GPLv3&hl=en&).
Comments From SFLC
Along with the Free Software
Foundation, the Software Freedom
Law Center (SFLC) issued a press
release on July 27, 2006, announcing
the release of the second discussion
draft of the GPLv3.
Since the release of the initial
GPLv3 discussion draft in January,
members of the free software community have submitted nearly 1,000
suggestions for improvement. Many
have continued the discussion at
international GPLv3 conferences
held in the United States, Brazil and
Spain. With the help of discussion
committees, the Free Software
Foundation and the Software Free-

✂

dom Law Center have considered all
the issues raised by public comments. The new draft of GPLv3 contains extensive revisions in light of
these comments.
“We have considered each suggestion with care,” said Eben
Moglen, founder and chairman of
the Software Freedom Law Center,
which represents various free
software projects and is assisting
FSF in revising the new license. “By
listening to people from around the
world, we are working toward a
license that acts consistently in many
different legal systems and in a variety of situations.”
Comments From FSF
Several sections of the second
draft of the GPLv3 were revised
based on feedback from committees
and submissions by independent
observers following the release of the
first draft. On August 3, 2006, the
Free Software Foundation (FSF)
published recent opinions on the
GPLv3 (www.fsf.org/commentsopen.html), as well as the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL).
Debate surfaced around GPLv3
sections related to Additional Terms,
BitTorrent, Covenant Not to Assert,
Denationalization of Terminology,
Digital Restrictions Management
(DRM), and Patent Retaliation.
These sections have been clarified
based on the input provided through
the extensive international reversioning process.
(continued on page 26)
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Linux Link

tions to the Free Software Foundation. The FSF is even selling GPLv3
T-shirts (gplv3.fsf.org/support).

(continued from page 25)
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The new draft clarifies that the
license directly restricts only DRM
in the special case in which it is
used to prevent people from sharing
or modifying GPLv3-covered software. The clarified DRM section
preserves the spirit of the original
GPL, which forbids adding additional “unfree” restrictions to free
software. GPLv3 does not prohibit
the implementation of DRM features, but prevents them from being
imposed on users in a way that they
cannot remove.
Other significant revisions in the
new draft include a reworked
license-compatibility section and
provisions that specifically allow
GPL-covered programs to be distributed on certain file-sharing networks, such as BitTorrent.
“The primary purpose of the
GNU GPL is to preserve users’ freedom to use, share and modify free
software,” said Richard Stallman,
founder of FSF and original author
of the GPL. “We depend on public
review to make the GPL do this job
reliably.”
Support for the GNU GPL reversioning process is encouraged
through membership fees and dona-

Comments From OSDL
Diane Peters, general counsel of
the Open Source Development Labs
(OSDL), responded through e-mail
to a couple of questions about participant satisfaction with the GPLv3
makeover.
Asked whether the GPLv3 reversioning process is proving to be
effective for developing a better

“The primary purpose
of the GNU GPL is to
preserve users’ freedom to
use, share and modify
free software” . . .
GPL, Peters remarks, “That depends.
From the FSF’s perspective, the
answer is yes, because they have
some very bright people commenting
on the draft, and that’s always valuable. For those who take issue with
terms in the new draft, to the extent
the FSF hasn’t adjusted the license
accordingly, the answer is no.”
Peters authored an overview of the
first draft of the GPLv3, which is
available through the OSDL Web site
(osdl.org/about_osdl/legal/licensing
/AIPLA_GPLv3_Peters_Final_Mar
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_2006.pdf).
Questioned as to whether significant areas of legal or philosophical
contention remain in the second
draft, Peters explained, “Areas
remain that are contentious both
from a legal and business point of
view, as well as from a philosophical
angle. The patent provisions will
continue to be debated among vendors. I expect the focus will remain
on the patent “shielding” obligation,
and will also turn to what appears to
be newly expanded patent language
in the additional terms section.
“Philosophically, a divide exists
between the FSF and those who
feel the license should limit itself to
ensuring a fair give back in
exchange for the benefit derived
from building on the works of
open-source developers. Whether
that divide can be bridged will
depend in part on whether the FSF
moves off some positions that are
viewed as moralistic and overreaching, and in part on whether
the final license contains terms that
better support developers in achieving their goal of making the best
software possible.”
The OSDL’s July newsletter states
that additional commentary and legal
analysis of the second draft of the
GPLv3 will be posted on the OSDL
site (osdl.org).
❏
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Product Ratings

By Charles Carr
Your Ultimate Safety Net
I’ve received quite a few comments about a column I ran a while
back that pondered what it takes to
coax Windows XP to boot a perfect
clone of a damaged or lost hard drive
on a replacement computer. I contacted Stephen Lawton, director of marketing at Acronis (www.acronis.com),
makers of the superb True Image
disc-imaging application, and posed
the question to him, with specific
regard to XP’s tendency to balk if
certain criteria are not met (hardware
drivers, product activation, etc.).
Stephen replied, “Charles, you are
quite correct that this can be a critical
issue, especially with all the laptops
in high schools, colleges, universities
and other schools. Theft is a major
problem at some schools. There are
two ways to get Windows XP to recognize a cloned drive.
“First, assuming that the person
has a new PC and has installed Windows XP on it (preinstalled from the
vendors), or has a blank disk, simply
restore the image of your old disk.
Even before you boot the system,
install your original Windows XP
disk and then boot. Windows will
recognize that you have Windows
already installed, but it will come
back with driver errors. Run the Windows Repair feature—it will put in
all the drivers necessary for the new
computer. Then, you’re good to go.
“There is a second method [that]
requires the use of a second image.
This is not the recommended
method, but it should work, assuming Sysprep works as Microsoft
says,” Stephen said. Acronis has an
FAQ on this method, and other
cloning questions, on its Web site
(www.acronis.com/products/true
image/faq.html#17).
COMPUTOREDGE
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“As you know,” he added, “we
suggest that users create a normal
disk image so that, if their software
fails, they can easily restore their
images. However, in cases where you
have a system at risk, such as a college dorm room, you might want to
make a second backup that employs
the Microsoft Sysprep utility.”
How Many Can You Spot?
According to Mike Yamamoto
over at Blog Esoterica, “It may not be
common knowledge, but there are a
lot of differences between the original
1980 release of The Empire Strikes
Back and the 2004 DVD version—at
least 151 of them, to be exact.”
StarWars.com has posted all 151
comparisons, frame against frame,
with explanations (www.starwars
.com/episode-v/release/video/
f20060901/ 20060901_picview/pic
turevieer.html?imgNum=11&world
=episode-v).
The Price Is Right
It’s unbefrackinglievable! (Hey, if
Battlestar Galactica can get away
with it, so can we.) The once costprohibitive 20-inch LCD monitor
market has moved within the price
range of all but the most austere budgets. Combined with the benefits of
reduced fatigue, increased desk space
and the ability to view full-size documents without scrolling or toggling
menus, larger LCDs are de rigueur
replacements for the 17-inch LCD
and picture tube-type CRT displays
that currently dominate desktops.
The advantages of larger displays,
specifically those with SXGA+ resolution, are often overlooked when
employers assess worker output. “A
larger viewing surface allow users to
work with documents at true print
www.computoredge.com

 Don’t say we didn’t warn you.
 What is that store’s return
policy?
 We’ve seen better; we’ve
seen worse.
 You’ll probably be happy
you did.
 What are you waiting for?

size or control multiple applications
simultaneously. A smaller screen
requires zooming, scrolling and toggling, while a larger display can
show spreadsheets, Web pages and
Word documents side by side at 100
percent.”
We recently looked at ViewSonic’s new VG2021m 20-incher, which
features a 1,400x1,050 optimum resolution, 300 nits of brightness and
integrated speakers, for an estimated
street price of—get outta here—
$369. The VG2021m features a slim
bezel design and integrated multimedia speakers that deliver reasonable
stereo sound—and save valuable
desktop space. The 1,400x1,050 res
gives workers and players alike a big
screen choice that doesn’t sacrifice
font and icon size, and ultimately
reduces eye fatigue.
With 300 nits of brightness, an 8millisecond response time, and a
500:1 contrast ratio, the VG2021m
offers excellent color rendition, crystal-clear motion and superb image
quality.
Speaking strictly non-empirically
here, to me, the VG2021m had an
unusually strong “presence.” In sideby-side tests with same-size monitors, images seemed more “there.”
Go figure.
As a gesture of solidarity with
workers everywhere, ViewSonic has
also reduced the price of its popular
widescreen VX2025wm to $379.
Both monitors are backed by the
company’s three-year limited warranty on parts, labor and backlight.
More info can be found on the
ViewSonic Web site (www.View
Sonic.com/lcd).
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Calendar
of Events

SEPTEMBER

Sunday, September 24

Thursday, September 28

■ PowerPoint 2003, Beginning in a Day—A free class
sponsored by the San Diego Community College District,
Continuing Education. The class runs from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. in Room 130 of North City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive
in Kearny Mesa. Register in class. For more information,
call 619-388-1800 or visit www.sdce.edu.

■ Dreamweaver 8, Intermediate—Part 1 of a three-part
free class sponsored by San Diego Community College
District, Continuing Education. Classes will be held from 5:30
to 9 p.m. in Room 140 at North City Campus, 8401 Aero
Drive in Kearny Mesa. Register in class. For more
information, call 619-388-1800 or visit www.sdce.edu.

■ Podcasting Basics—A free class sponsored by the San
Diego Community College District, Continuing Education.
The class runs from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Room 150 of
North City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive in Kearny Mesa. Bring
headset/mic. Register in class. For more information, call
619-388-1800 or visit www.sdce.edu.

Friday, September 29

Monday, September 25
■ Computer, Buying the Right One—A free class
sponsored by the San Diego Community College District,
Continuing Education. The class will be held from 5:30 to
9 p.m. in Room 117 at North City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive
in Kearny Mesa. Register in class. For more information,
call 619-388-1800 or visit www.sdce.edu.
■ Network Administrator Training: Server Fundamentals
—Part 1 of a four-part free class offered by San Diego
Community College District, Continuing Education. The class
runs Monday through Thursday from 5 to 10 p.m. in Room
130 of North City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive in Kearny Mesa.
Register in class. For more information, call 619-388-1800
or visit www.sdce.edu.

Tuesday, September 26
■ Windows XP, File Management—A free class offered by
San Diego Community College District, Continuing Education.
The class runs from 1 to 5 p.m. in Room 130 of the North
City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive in Kearny Mesa. Register in
class. For more information, call 619-388-1800 or visit
www.sdce.edu.

Wednesday, September 27
■ Flash 8, Intermediate—Part 1 of a three-part free class
sponsored by San Diego Community College District,
Continuing Education. Classes will be held from 5:30 to 9:30
p.m. in Room 140 at the North City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive
in Kearny Mesa. Register in class. For more information, call
619-388-1800 or visit www.sdce.edu.
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■ E-Bay Basics—A free class sponsored by the San Diego
Community College District, Continuing Education. Class will
be held from 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Room 140 at North City
Campus, 8401 Aero Drive in Kearny Mesa. Register in class. For
more information, call 619-388-1800 or visit www.sdce.edu.
■ Photoshop CS2, Intermediate—Part 1 of a two-part
free class offered by San Diego Community College District,
Continuing Education. Class will be held from 1 to 5 p.m. in
Room 140 at North City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive in Kearny
Mesa. Register in class. For more information, call 619-3881800 or visit www.sdce.edu.
■ Macintosh OSX v10.4 (Tiger) Basics—A free class
offered by San Diego Community College District, Continuing
Education. The class runs from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. in Room
150 at North City Campus, 8401 Aero Drive in Kearny Mesa.
Register in class. For more information, call 619-388-1800
or visit www.sdce.edu.

Wednesday, October 4
■ San Diego Open Source Software (SDOSS) will feature a
presentation on “SUSE Enterprise 10” by Brian Six, category
specialist for Novell. Part 1 of a two-part meeting meeting
begins at 6:30 p.m. at 3954 Murphy Canyon Road, Suite D200 in San Diego. Part 2 will be held at 10 a.m. on October 7
at That Technical Bookstore, 8760 complex Drive. For more
information, call Richard at 858-694-1314, ext. 201, or visit
www.sdoss.org.
Free events of a non-commercial nature will be listed in Calendar free of charge as
space allows. Commercial events can be advertised in Calendar at a rate of $25 for 25
words or less, with each additional word costing $1. Anything separated by a space is
considered one word.
In either case, type or legibly print your listing, including the date and time of your event,
its location, and the name and phone number of a contact person. Calendar deadline is
4:30 p.m. on the Friday prior to publication date. Listings will not be taken over the
phone.
All commercial Calendar listings must be paid in advance by check or money order.
Enclose listing with payment, if applicable, and mail to Calendar of Events, c/o
ComputorEdge, P.O. Box 83086, San Diego, CA 92138.
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The BBS—Improved
By Jim Trageser

L

It’s Free
Did I mention that Wetpaint is
free? The site feeds ads to your
Wetpaint pages, however, and there
doesn’t seem to be any way to, say,
ban ads from outfits you find
morally objectionable (not that I
saw any ads anyone would likely
be offended by).
Wetpaint is also fairly new, as this
is written, having launched in the past
few weeks. And so, the features it
will have when mature are still being
worked out.
In the FAQs, the Wetpaint folks
say they may offer universal Wetpaint functionality, CSS editing and
Wetpaint e-mail addresses. They
may also have to impose a limit on
the amount of storage space any one
site uses—right now, you can
upload as many images as you
want. That seems unlikely to last
forever.
But if the features are still being
worked out, the service already
works pretty well.
With last year’s demise of the
Computer Museum of America, I’ve
got no outlet for my collector’s bug.
So I created a Wetpaint site dedicated
to computer history, called History of
the Personal Computer (pchistory
.wetpaint.com). It took me less than
five minutes to set up a rough
site—just a simple welcome page
and my own profile. Yeah, as a veteran Web designer, I’d like more control over layout and all. But you can’t
beat the simplicity of the site. Adding
new pages, putting content on
them—it’s all a click of the mouse
button away.
Hopefully, some of you reading
this who were there with me living
through the PC revolution will log in
and help flesh out the site.
❏

functions, it’s close to a wiki (as in
the Wikipedia).
In fact, if you wish, you can use
Wetpaint as a wiki. When you first
set up your Wetpaint site, you can set
your site’s permissions in terms of
who is allowed to contribute. You
can open it up to everyone, including
anonymous posters, or tighten it
down to only those you invite (and
then leave it in your own hands by
not inviting anyone). Of course, if
you limit contributors to yourself,
you’d be using Wetpaint as a blog.
Wetpaint is likely to find its best
use somewhere in between: creating
an online community.
Which means Wetpaint is probably
not the ideal environment for a general-use forum. Rather, Wetpaint was
designed (and seems to function best)
as a topic-based hub. You can add
images, link to video on YouTube
(www.youtube.com), and even do
some basic formatting, like tables.
But you can’t really tweak the layout much—you have to use the Wetpaint Web-based editor. You can’t
presently edit the style sheets,
although there are more than a dozen
templates to choose from.
While Wetpaint’s FAQ says you
can build sites only on its servers,
some of the example sites offered
on the home page go to domains
other than “yoursite.wetpaint.com”
(like www.bobdylanwiki.com, for
instance).
So, apparently you can license
Wetpaint to run on your own server.
Or perhaps Wetpaint also offers DNS
services, so you can assign your existWhat It Is
Wetpaint is a cross between a blog ing URL to your Wetpaint site. The
and a forums area; it might best be FAQs and terms of service didn’t really explain how you can have a URL
described as a group blog.
Jim Trageser can be reached via
In the appearance of its editing that doesn’t have Wetpaint.com in it.
his Web site (www.trageser.com).
ongtime readers of this column—
which goes back to when future
DOS for Dummies editor Dan
Gookin first started writing about
cyberspace under the banner San
Diego Online almost 20 years
ago—will be familiar with my
kvetch that the Web has yet to do
some things as well as the old dial-up
bulletin board systems, or BBSs.
Chief among my complaints has
been that the old BBSs—with their
integrated menus leading users to
files to download, conversation areas
to post on, e-mail to read, and games
to play—were better designed to foster a sense of community among
their visitors.
While forum software for Web
sites has improved the community
feel dramatically, there still isn’t that
same integrated wholeness to most
Web sites—even with environments
like phpBB, which allows webmasters to be more like the old BBS system operators, better tying the forums
capability into the overall experience.
Recently, the blog-specific software packages and services on the
market have branched the Web out
into new areas of communication that
BBSs didn’t have. Still, blogs tend to
be closer to a monologue with rebuttals than a true conversation.
Enter Wetpaint (www.wetpaint
.com), which again takes the way we
communicate in an entirely new
direction—but in so doing, may come
closer than any other technology to
recapturing the spirit of the old BBS.
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Bookmark our Web page, www.computoredge.com/sandiego, for easy access to these valuable Web sites:
San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce
www.sdchamber.org

CONSULTING
Business Writing by Nightcats Multimedia
www.nightcats.com
Dick Jonilonis & Associates
www.pmsoftwaresolutions.com

INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS
Surf Utopia Internet Services
help, hosting, programming, security
surfutopia.net

GOVERNMENT

PUBLICATIONS

California State Government
www.ca.gov

City of San Diego
www.sandiego.gov

www.computoredge.com

Department of Motor Vehicles
www.dmv.ca.gov

San Diego Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
www.sdchcc.com

GDS Storefront Estimating
Is a Leading Publisher of Estimating Software
For the Commercial Glass and Glazing Industry
www.storefrontestimating.com

HP • Apple • Brother • Canon • Dell • Epson • Konica • Kyocera • IBM • Lexmark
Minolta • NEC • Okidata • Panasonic • Ricoh • Samsung • Sharp • Texas Instruments • Xerox™

Toner • Inkjets • Ribbons • Repairs
✔ Flat-Rate, On-Site Repair
✔ FREE Phone Estimates!

Member

✔ Up to 60% off Supplies
for Printers • Fax • Copiers

✔ FREE Next-Day Delivery!
✔ Government Specialists

➠

LaserQuick
the laser printer experts

San Diego

15% Off your First Order
of Compatible Toner or Ink Cartridges

(619)441-5020
Toll Free (877)354-2045

1365 N. Johnson Ave. #115• El Cajon CA 92020• www.LaserQuick.com

WEB DEVELOPERS
AAI - Top Quality! Get More Pay Less!
www.VisualArtsGroup.net

WEB SERVICES

SOFTWARE

Internal Revenue Service
www.irs.gov

Sigalert
www.sigalert.com

Michael J. Ross
www.ross.ws

San Diego’s Free Weekly
Computer and Internet Magazine

County of San Diego
www.sdcounty.ca.gov

Office of Traffic Safety
www.ots.ca.gov

WEB CONSULTING

COMPUTOREDGE MAGAZINE

California Tourism
gocalif.ca.gov

TRAFFIC
Caltrans
www.dot.ca.gov

NetSpigot
Is Your Web Site Working For You?
We Provide The Client/Customer
Interaction Your Business Needs.
858-573-0315 or www.netspigot.com

Seeking
Creative Talent?
We invite you to take a look at the Computoredge
Artist Showcase featuring artists, who have created
covers and editorial illustrations for our magazine.
You will find illustrators, Cartoonists, Graphic
Designers, and Fine Artists with abundant talent and
a wealth of experience.
Just go to www.computoredge.com and click on
the Artist Showcase banner on the right.

Check Out Our
Advertisers Online!
Look up ComputorEdge Advertisers by business name,
product or service, and check out the links to their Web sites.

Visit the ComputorEdge Web Site at:

www.computoredge.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
Announcements
DONATE YOUR car, boat, RV, motorcycle,
heavy equipment or . . . We handle all DMV
paperwork and free towing. Tax receipt
provided. Call 619-370-4000, e-mail
weareone@silent-tears.org or visit www
.SilentTears.us.
LAPTOPS, LCD monitors, and digital
cameras wanted for my 3rd grade
classroom. Tax Receipt, Joe 858-277-7648.

New Computers
WHY BUY USED?! NEW COMPUTERS
FROM $179! We also offer custom
computers built to your specifications. Visit
www.comp1.com or call 888-882-6671 for
more information.

Used Computers
AMD 2500, 512MB RAM, 40GB HD, nVidia
video, sound, LAN, DVD-RW, keyboard,
mouse, Windows XP loaded $215, call
619-460-7559.
APPLE G5 dual 2.5, 1.5 RAM, 160GB HD,
DVD burner, FireWire, Ethernet, modem,
MS Office, Toast, latest OS X $1650/obo,
call 619-445-3865.
HEWLETT-PACKARD PENTIUM 4 1.8
512MB RAM, 40GB HD, 64MB GeForce,
8X DvD-/+ burner, 56K modem, reader/
USB front, Windows XP $225, call 619410-5292.
SELL YOUR COMPUTER FAST! For more
information on how to place your FREE
private party ad, visit www.computor
edge.com or call 858-573-0315.

Computer Parts
MITSUBISHI 20-INCH Diamond Pro 2060u
CRT monitor $60, Epson Perfection 2400
Scanner $10, 30’ NXG DVI cable $20, Terk
TV55 HDTV antenna $20, Michael 858541-1912.

Instruction
COMPUTER TUTOR-EXTRAORDINAIRE,
home/office, one-on-one. Windows 95/

Classifieds Now Accepted Online!
Visit our Web site at
www.computoredge.com/sandiego
Click on “Advertising”

Advertising Policy: The purpose of the classified advertising section of ComputorEdge is to provide
a forum for communication within the computer market of the San Diego area. The publishers of ComputorEdge
make no claims or warranties for the products or services advertised in ComputorEdge. It is the responsibility
of the individual to verify the authenticity of any product or service prior to purchase. ComputorEdge will not
knowingly publish any advertising which encourages the copying and illegal sale or distribution of copyrighted
software. It is the responsibility of all buyers and sellers to comply with any licensing agreements in force. The
publishers reserve the right to reject or cancel any ad which does not conform to the standards of the publication.
Instructions: Type or print your ad legibly. Anything separated by a space is considered a word. Legitimate
hyphenated words are considered one word. Indicate on your ad the classified category under which you would like
your ad placed. A phone number must accompany the ad. All classified ads are payable in advance of publication by
check, money order, or credit card. All classified submissions, changes and cancellations must be
received prior to the deadline. Classified advertisements will not be accepted over the phone. Please enclose ad
with payment, if applicable, and any special instructions in an envelope and mail to: ComputorEdge Magazine, P.O.
Box 83086, Attn: Classified Dept., San Diego, CA 92138. To submit your ad online, visit www.computoredge.com/
sandiego. Click on Advertising. For more information, please call 858-573-0315.
Business Ads: Minimum charge – $30.00 for 25 words or less, 50 cents per additional word. To run
your ad in more than one classified section or in more than one issue, multiply cost accordingly (total cost
would equal Ad Cost x Number of Sections x Number of Issues). Discounts for multiple paid ads are as follows:
6 ads – $27.50 each, 9 ads – $26.25 each, 12 ads or more – $25.00 each. Multiple ads must run consecutively.
Free Ads: Private parties may qualify for ONE free classified ad every five weeks, 25 words or less. Each
additional word, 5O cents. Free ads may NOT be used to sell new equipment. Only Categories marked
with a filled-in box qualify for private party ads. Personal ads will be printed on a space available basis when
judged not to be of a commercial nature. There is no responsibility on the part of ComputorEdge to notify parties who
fail to comply with the “free ad” policy. Any questions regarding eligibility for free ads should be addressed, in writing,
to the ComputorEdge Classifieds Department. One submission per month free. Each additional ad is $30.00 for 25
words and 5O cents per additional word.
Deadline: Friday prior to publication, 4:30 p.m. for free private party ads.
Monday prior to publication, 12:00 noon for paid ads. (Excluding Holidays.)
98/XP, Microsoft Office, QuickBooks,
Photoshop, AOL, Internet, eBay and more.
Computer setup/repairs. More than
reasonable. Call 619-284-7479.

Laptops
LAPTOP: DELL Inspiron 6000, 1.6GHz
Pentium Centrino, 1GB RAM, 60GB HD,
wifi, used one year, great condition, all
original papers, 19 month warranty, call
858-405-1373.
LAPTOPS CHEAP, Pentium III 1.1GHz
256MB RAM, 10GB HD, DVD $275.
K6/300MHz, 128MB RAM, 4GB HD $125.
Internet desktop replacements with low
space requirements, call 858-232-6066.

Miscellaneous
CAT5 PATCH Cable 100 feet, grey, Belkin,
with RJ-45s, works, good condition, call
619-970-3687.
SELL YOUR old computer equipment fast.
Place your FREE private party ad, visit

ComputorEdge Online at www.compu
toredge.com or call 858-573-0315.

Miscellaneous Hardware
GENTLY USED Dell PowerVault 120T
DLT7000 for 250.OO, can deliver within
San Diego, call 619-865-5829.

Services
1st, STOP BILL COLLECTORS - SAVE 50%
or MORE! No Debt/Credit Problem too big.
Example: You Owe $30,000; Pay $15,000
or less. Negotiation beats Consolidation or
Bankruptcy. Free Consultation. Call 800983-9610.
HOME2OFFICE COMPUTING SOLUTIONS,
INC. - BBB Member, Custom IT Solutions
for San Diego businesses since 1994,
tailored to organizations of 15-100 workstations and/or multiple servers. Free
business consultation. Guaranteed satisfaction. Call 800-800-9H2O, 858-5761426, or visit www.home2office.com.

Categories:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Accounting
Announcements
Business Opportunities
CAD
Computer Consultants
Computer Furniture
Computer Parts
Desktop Publishing
Disk Drives
Handicapped/Special Ed
Instruction
Laptops
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Hardware
Modems
Multi-Users
Networking
New Computers
Plotters
Printers
Publications
Rentals
Repair
Services
Software
Supplies
Swaps & Trades
Used Computers
Video Displays
Wanted To Buy

Software
PROGRAMMERS MANUALS for CP/M
Plus operating system computer. Also
Wordstar and Myltiplan manuals and more,
make offer, call 760-434-1414.

Wanted to Buy
LOOKING FOR Commodore/Amiga/Atari ST
hardware. If you have any lying around, let
me give it a good home, Gary 619-840-1503.
WANT TO purchase used computer for
grandson’s birthday. He will be eight, call
858-344-3440.

Web Services
IS YOUR WEB SITE WORKING FOR YOU?
We provide the Client/Customer Interaction
that your business needs without the hassle
of installing programs or complex programming. For more information, please call
858-573-0315 or visit www.netspigot.com
(a division of ComputorEdge Magazine).

Keep Your Information Flowing with NetSpigot
There is no software to install, no need to change ISPs, no
requirement to learn Web programming. NetSpigot feeds
into any Web site, anywhere, and starts working immediately.
Find out more at

T

R
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www.netspigot.com

NE TSPI GO T L ITE FREE !
www.computoredge.com
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Silence
By Douglas E. Welch

I

f you want to anger, frighten or infuriate someone,
often the only thing you need to do is remain silent.
Failure to respond to questions, support requests or complaints allows the client/customer to think the worst
about you, your skills and your services. Yet, this is
exactly how some companies, and their workers, function from day to day. For the sake of your own career,
you need to avoid the silence, or you may just find yourself out of a job.
If you visit my Web site (welchwrite.com) to read my
blogs, you may have seen mention of the Web-hosting
problems I was having recently. In fact, just yesterday, I
moved to a new company in the hope of finally solving
my problems. Having been on both ends of the telephone
during my career—providing tech support and utilizing
it—I am always quick to notice when things are not quite
right. Of all the issues I have had with this company,
though, silence is probably the worst.
When you are in the depths of a technical problem,
silence is the last thing you want to hear. Even bad news
is better than no news at all. Think of the extreme example of waiting for a doctor’s diagnosis when you are ill. In
the most recent case, my Web site was down for more
than 36 hours. During that time, e-mail requests for information were ignored and calls to the support phone lines
provided only the information that, “They are working on
it.” There was no further information—no estimate for
how long until service could be restored, nor even an
explanation of what had happened.
Left to my own devices, I did what most people
would do in this situation—I thought the worst. This is
quite natural in the absence of any information. We start
to worry that we will lose all our data or that service
might never return. We start spinning scenarios of all the
work we will have to do to get us set up and running
once more.
Communication
As a worker or business owner, you need to be aware
of this behavior and how it can damage your relationship
with your customers or management, sometimes irreversibly. I know, we think to ourselves sometimes, “Do
they want me wasting time keeping them informed, or
do they want me to fix the problem?” The truth is,
though, you must do both. You must fix the problem and
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do as much as possible to preserve your relationship. It is
a simple fact that the customer won’t care if you solve
the problem or not if they are no longer your customer.
As I sat waiting to hear about my Web-hosting issue, I
began to develop the idea for this column. What was my
biggest problem, as a customer? What would have been
the company’s best response to me? For me, the best
action the company could have taken was to open the
lines of communication.
No one says that the network administration itself has
to communicate with the customer, only that they communicate with someone who can share the information
with the customer. If it were my job, I would have taken
one operator from the telephone support group and given
them direct access to the admin. I would have instructed
them to get regular updates from the admin and report
that information to all customers whose sites were on the
affected servers. They would have provided, at the minimum, hourly reports as to the cause of the problem and
the steps being taken to restore those services.
I know that for me, as a customer, this would have
gone a long way toward limiting my concern and my dissatisfaction. I wouldn’t have been happy the site was
down, but the regular communication would have
allowed me to monitor the situation and gain some idea
as to the severity of the problem. It is the “not knowing”
that causes stress and anger.
The only communication I ever received from the
company regarding the issue was this:
“I apologize for any inconvenience this issue may
cause you. The administrators are updating the machines
and servers; that is why your Web site is not working. But
everything is back to normal now and your Web site is
now working fine.”
In this case, solving the problem was not nearly
enough, nor will it ever be if you don’t communicate
quickly, clearly and regularly with your manager or
customers. You may have solved the problem but,
through your silence, you will have left a wake of damaged expectations and relationships that may never
recover.
❏
Douglas E. Welch is a technology writer and computer
consultant from Los Angeles, California. Questions and
comments can be e-mailed to career@welchwrite.com.
Career Opportunities is now available as an MP3 Audio
Podcast. Listen on your computer, iPod or other MP3
music player. Visit http://welchwrite.com/career for more
information.
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES
Computer Services
A1 Reliable PC Services
Repairs, Upgrades, Anti-Virus/Spyware
Cable/DSL Routers, Wireless Networks
Call 619-269-9111 or 858-735-9994
Computer Circulation Center
Buy, Sell, Trade, Laptops, PCs, Repairs,
Upgrades, Virus and Spyware Removal.
24-48 Hours Turnaround—858-573-0411
DataGuys, Inc.
The Personal Service You Should Expect!
2 Openings for Small Biz/Corp. Clients
Full-Service, On-Call, 24/7 Support
We Can be at Your Site Within The Hour
Secure Hosting/Database Development
Complete Computer Repair/Data Recovery
Free Corp. Consultation/Offer Code: DG2
Call 619-606-6406
GizmoTek Consulting
PC/Network Services for Sm Biz/Home.
Install, Upgrade, Fix. Onsite Service.
Paul 619-216-2580
Supertek Computer Service
Sales, Service, Upgrades and Networks
Installation, Setup, Friendly Service
800-633-9499—www.supertek.net

1 A Advanced Data Solutions
A Recognized Worldwide Trusted Leader
Recomended by Major Corporations
San Diego’s #1 Data Recovery Experts
1. Over 20 Years Hands-On Experience
2. Free Evaluations, No Data - No Charge
3. Professionally Trained and Certified
4. Cutting Edge High Tech. Skills/Equip
5. All Failures, Media, and OS Supported
6. RAIDS/Network Servers/NAS/Workstation
7. Certified Class 100 Clean-Room
8. All Work Done In-House, No Middle Man
9. Best Price/Results, Fastest Turnaround
10. Accurate, Friendly, Confidential, Svc
11. Gov, Corp., Co., School PO’s Accepted
12. Aqui Hablamos Su Idioma
13. 24Hr Emergency Svc. Pick-Up/Delivery
www.adv-data.com 24Hrs/7 day 619-336-1400
1US Recovery/SDCom.com
Professional Data Recovery Services
On All Operating Systems and Media.
Free Diagnostic. See Our Ad. Toll Free
1-US-Recovery—www.1usrecovery.com
CBL Data Recovery Technologies, Inc.
Manager Doug Owens
San Diego 619-449-1200
www.cbltech.com—1-800-551-3917

Consulting
Home2Office, Inc.
2003 San Diego Better Business Bureau
Torch Award Winner! Free Network Needs
Analysis (Companies 15-100 Workstations)
Microsoft/CITRIX, Cisco, Apple Certified!
Expert Troubleshooting, Security, VPN,
Spam Solutions. WAN/LAN/Wi-Fi
858-576-1426 or 800-800-9H2O
www.home2office.com
Worthey Solutions
Onsite Service, Networking, Support,
Consulting. Database Apps. Personal
Service and Expertise—858-405-1373

Data Recovery
# 1 AAA San Diego Data Recovery
Laptop and Desktop Repair-24 Hour Average
Turnaround. Emergency Service Available
Manufacturer Authorized and Licensed
Reseller. We Fix All Problems: Blue
Screens Freezing, Slow. Dell, HP, Compaq,
Gateway, Toshiba, Sony, Fujitsu, IBM Etc.
Customers Must Be Satisfied!
858-538-1029—619-977-7340
#1 Data Recovery Service
Best Prices, Service and Results.
Please Visit www.24hrdatarecovery.com
Call 619-696-1370/Toll Free 888-744-8808
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HDO Data Recovery Service
Competent, Professional Care Since 1987
Hard Disks, Floppy, Jazz, Zip, Syquest, Etc.
Free Diagnostic, See Ad—858-455-0277

Disk Duplication
Affordable Duplication Service
Highest Quality CD/DVD Duplication
Full-Color Direct-to-Disc Printing
Custom Media, Jewel Cases, Inserts,
Booklets, Fast Turnaround—Satisfaction
Guaranteed. CD/DVD Duplicators for Sale
or Rental. Please See Our Display Ad and
Web Site. www.affordable-duplication.com
619-462-0702
Golden Gate Software
CD Duplication — No Minimum
Low Prices — Quality Service
www.ggsft.com—858-274-5938

Networking
JNet Services
Network Services for SMBs
Microsoft Certified, Member BBB
Windows 2000/2003, SBS 2000/2003
760-271-6528—www.jnetservices.com
North County Technology Group
San Diego County’s First Certified
Microsoft Small Business Specialist
www.nctg.com—760-734-4315

Programming
Golden Gate Software
Quality Work Using MS Technologies
VB.NET, Access DB, ASP.NET, SQL Server
CD Duplication. ggsft.com—858-274-5938

Repair
A+ All Repairs!
Laptops /Desktops/ Printers Repair
and Upgrades, Free Diagnostic (PC)
Flat Rate Repair $49.95—Call 858-751-5665
AAA Emergency PC Repair
Off Hours/Weekends/Holidays Immediate Svc
Temp or Perm Repairs On-Site/In Shop.
Pickup/Delivery Available—619-889-9674
Chips and Memory
PC Repair and Upgrade
$25 Diagnostics
858-279-2447
LaserQuick
Free Phone Estimates/1-Day Repair Service
Low-Cost Flat-Rate Labor (Free Cleaning)
619-441-5020—Toll Free 877-354-2045
MPCR (Mobile Portable Computer Repair)
On-Site Notebook/Desktop Computer Repair
A+, Toshiba, Compaq Certified Technician
760-434-8899 or www.mobilepcr.com

Web Developers
AAI Web Graphics & E-Commerce Solutions
Our Prices and Completion Time Will Amaze
You! Top Quality Guaranteed. Free Consult
760-438-3030 www.VisualArtsGroup.net

Web Services
Macintosh Specialist
Macsimizers
On-Site Service for Home and Small
Office Needs. Serving SD County Since
1988. Richard Parcel—619-465-6499
www.computoredge.com

NetSpigot
Is Your Web Site Working For You?
We Provide The Client/Customer Interaction
That Your Business Needs Without The Hassle
of Installing Programs or Any Programming.
www.netspigot.com—858-573-0315
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